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The last of the special trains nub
have been bringing re'mjees out '.)
the country around Batchelor arm
' here last night. When the tvv
uiiel trains were about ready tu
ltave Batchelor, crrt was receive,
thhl there was
danger of belu .
c.i off by a throa ened washout l'i
OF
tt. tracks seve-.- u
mi
east of ihar
place. When th- fiiil train arrive-- i
at the point of trouble water was
IN STATE OF L0UI8IANA MiNY
ROOSE
flowing over the tracks for a dis- PRESIDENT DECLARES
VELT
HAVE PERISHED IN MUD.
HAS NO REASON
TO
tance of five miles.
But the train
SCORN HIM
DY WATERS.
passed over safely.
W4en the second section arrived
the water was rushing over the track
w
FLOAT ON HOUSES b
PEOPLE
et deep. An attempt was EXECUTIVE'S CAUSTIC SPEECH
made to reach the other bide of the
OPPON-ENHIS POLITICAL
BEEN DIS- washout, but about half way across, FLAYS
HAVE
MOTOR BOATS
the track gave way and the caboose
IN
FOOT
FROM
TO
HEAD
PATCHED TO RESCUE THOSE
and three cars toppled over. OccuO.
ATHENS,
IN GREATEST PERIL.
pants of the derailed cars were
thrown into the water out escaped
without injury. They were trans- FIGHTING
FOR OHIO'S
VOTE
SEPARATED
ARE
FAMILIES
ferred to other cars and brought on
to New Roads.
TO
HOPE
When the first section of the re BOTH REPUBLICANS
LARGE NUMBERS ARE REPORT
THE
GAIN
OF
lief
SUPPORT
water
THE
the
special
sped
through
ED "MI88ING" FROM THE
which waB running over the tracks
BUCKEYE STATE
REFUGEE CAMPS.
Just north of Morganza, scores of
persons were seen standing wa'.T
.Uheua, Ohio, May 6. President
New Orleans, La., May 6 Thou- deep in water near the railroad si;;
Daft
entered his third primary tight
sands of anxious people in the
naling the train to stop. The wator
with Ohio's 48 delegates to
today
were
Louisiana
of
districts
was rising so rapidly that thos3 in
convention to
disheartened today by heavy rains charge of the train decided it oii'd the national republican
21
as
the
be
elected
prize. Mr.
May
that pelted at levees, already strain- imperil the lives of all tho.w "ii
will make speeches in several
Tafft
ed almost to the bursting point by board to delay the rain. The ira'u
southern Ohio towns.
the swollen Mississippi. All night was not stopped.
President Taft in his speech here
Urgent appeals for boats i be iised accused Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
long armies of workmen fought to
held
dikes
that
in rescue work nave been sent to
strengthen those
of consorting with Ohio's "only boss,"
firm, while other embankments gave Governor Sanders at New Or'enns. Walter Brown. The
president attackway before the flood that now covers The steamer City of .Shrevepoit and ed
as chairman of the
Brown,
who,
a shipment of a doten sUi'fs arc due
portions of 18 parishes.
state central committee of Ohio, is
Reports of life loss were received to arrive in Batchelor today
the
acknowledged leader of the
at several concentration camps to
Koosevelt forces in the state, in bis
not
spebeen
Town Cut Off From World.
day. WhlH these have
first speech of the day at Nelsonville.
Batchelor, La., May G. The last
cifically verified, it is conceded that
"Mr. Roosevelt says I am in favor
numlink binding this town with the outmany persons perished. Great
of an aristocracy of the bosses," sai
bers of men were engaged today in side world by rail was severed late the
president. "Now if you go to
the rescue of hundreds of persons last night when the swift waters work
counting bosses, you will find
Torras Crevasse swept
who have been marooned in danger- from the
as
many on his aide as on mine,
just
ous places, and the work of supply- away a long stretch of the Texas and
when a man is on his side he
only
ing with food and clothing the thou- Pacific railroad ti sicks a shot
becomes a political leader, and when
east of here.
sands already gathered in the emerhe is on in lit ,he is a boss.
at all hours of
Reports reach
gency camps imprisoneu in the flood-swe"You have Walter Brown in
this
country north of New Roads the day of people maroonod in slate. He is the only active boss
continued all day today. The sit- Jtowsos. barns and on tops of holisos in commission iu
Chicago and he it.
uation here was unchanged this J- - message was received late last hustling to get. Roosevelt elected with
six miles' a view of
noon, despite a rise in tha river. It night from Lettsworth,
enlarging his o vi
is felt that New Orleans is In no dan- north of here, that 50 people were
crowded into one house, west ol
ger.
Convention in Arkansas
The first levee bread reported to- there, and were in imminent danger
Little Rock, Ark., May 6. Taft and
The House vns Koosevelt
day occurred on the Atchafalaya riv- of being drowned.
ill
forces in
rkans.is
er near Elba. This adds to the men- washed from its foundation and was measure
In meeting today
strength
Water is now floating around in the water
ace about Melville.
Soar
The fifth district re-- j
jand tomorrow.
rushing over Pointe Coupee parish were- hurriedly dispatched there
convention tonight probably
publican
Another appeal for help came from will
from two sources, a break in the
result in a spilt. The Taft men
a
insmall village several miles west o! claim
levee
already
having
Mississippi
regularity for ithe meeting they
undated part of the parish. Hundreds here, where a score of persons were will have and the Roosevelt workers
of persons who have remained in this said to be clinging to the roof of i make counter claims. The contest
barn which was being buffeted about will
district are in imminent danger.
be carried to Chicago.
in the torrent. A boat left here al
The Roosevelt republican
league
daylight to take
Families Swept from House Tor..t
of Arkansas and the republican state
New Roads, La.,
May 6. Flood
icntral committee will have meetings
refugees reaching here early today
tonight in advance of the state con- declare there has been loss of life in MARITIME
CONFERENCE yemtlon, which will take place tomor
that part of Louisiana liiundalted
row.
by the Mississippi river, which
IS OPENED IN BERLIN
rushed through the breach in the
Taft Reviews his Achievements
levee at Terras. It is said that motNelsonville, Ohio, .May 3. In bis
or boats sent to take numerous per- THE
BODY
CONSIDER speech today here '.he president exWILL
sons from floating housetops arrived
MEAN8 OF MAKING OCEANIC
plained why he camj to Ohio.
too late. How many persons perish"I am not asking a lavcr because
TRAVEL MORE SAFE.
ed cannot be determined. Refugees
I am a son of Ohio, but I ask for
to the concentration camps are hurBerlin, May 6. The maritime con simple justice," he salri.
ried hither and thither. Sometimes ference, called on Emperor William's
Mr. Taft again attacked Colonel
families are separated and persons initiative in consequent e of the Ti- Roosevelt and said he had been forchave been reported "missing" who tanic disaster, opened today at the ed against, his will to enter the pressent from one department of the interior. A
simply have been
large ent campaign by Mr. Roosevelt's miscamp to another.
of
gathering
department officials, representations.
Nevertheless, large numbers of the representatives of the transatlantic
"First, Mr. Roosevelt said he would
refugees claim they have seen entire shipping companies, ship builders, not accept the nomination, then he
families swept from house tops. Lead- marine associations, etc., is present said he wouldn't be a candidate. Nov
ers of the rescue corps admit that and questions relating to life saving he is a candidate, a candidate for
several times they have sent motor-boat- s equipment, ocean routes, wireless sure," said Mr. Taft. "But he was
to points where families had telegraphy, bulkheads and speed are not contented with an ordinary camtaken refuge on the root of a house to be considered. The conference paign. He found it necessary to attack my administration and the perand that when thaboat arrived its 1b expected to last some time.
sonally.
crew fount only the Luilding, buffet
"The less I said, the more he said,
ed about by currents, and half its
and he attacked me with unfounded
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
suimrsed. Appeals
(T0Of surface
charges in every way. I waited a
for help reached hee laf. night from
Kansas City, Mo., May 6. Cattle
Letts with, directly in the path of Receipts 7,000, including 600 south- month and then, because of the cause
the Torras tone.it. Half a hundred erns. Market steady. Native steers I represent, I decided to reply to
him. I had to fight and I am here
people were reported to be in immi- $6.B08.75; southern steers $5.75
nent danger of drowning.
cows (and heifers to do it."
8.25; southern
Mr. Taft gave a short review of
The house in which they had taken $4.256.25: native cows and heifers
achievements of his administrathe
had
from
been dislouged
shelter
$4.257.75; stockers and feeders
tion,
pointing to the railroad bill, the
its foundation and was being tossev $5.0O7.15; bulls $4.756.75; calves
postal
savings bank bill, the mine
about in the current. There are al $5008.25; wfestefrn pteers $6.008
bureau bill, the child labor bill and
reone
thousand
who
8.40; western cows 4.506.5O.
least
persons
others, whloh he declared showed as
main to be rescued from the inunHogs Receipts
6,000;
market much true
as any
progresslvenes
dated country west of Lettsworth and steady. Bulk of sales $7.457.65;
enacted since the civil
legislation
Batchelor. Some of them are drift- heavy $7.607.70; packers and butch- war.
lights $7.307.56:
ing about on haslily constrjotid ers $7.507.65;
"So far as T am aware," said the
rafts. The crevasse water is spread- pigs $5.75(36.50.
"I have done nothing in ofpresident,
Sheep Receipts 15,000; market 10 fice rfom which I can justlv be
ing at a rapid rate, inundating sections of Pointe Coupee parish, which cents lower.
Muttons $4.507.26;
I have not been perfect and
never before have been reached by lambs $7.509.75; fed wethers and I have made mistakes, but I have
overflows. Town after town is being yearlings $5.008.25; fed ewes $3.60 been striving to carry out the pledg7.00; Texas goats $3.254:60.
swept by the muddy waters.
es of the reppublican party"
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Roosevelt Plans Campaign
Oyster Bay. N. Y., May 6. Jamei
R. Garfield, former secretary of tii
Interior
and Walter Brown, chair
man of the Ohio republican state cer
tral committee, came to Oyster Baj
tody ato plan with Colonel Rooseevlt
his campaign in that state next week.
Owing to the length of the campaign
while President Taft Is to make in
Ohio, it is probable that
Colonel
Roosevelt will decide to deliver
speeches in every section of the
state except at Cincinnati, the pres
dent's homo.
WECHTER MUST HANG
Denver, Colo., May 6. The Colora
do state supreme court today denied
a supersedaeas to Louis Wechter,
convicted slayer of W. Clifford Bur
rows.
Wechter is sentenced to be
hanged the week of August 25. His
only hope now lies in an appeal to
Governor Shafroth for a commutation of sentence.
Burrows was killed by Wechter in
a downtown cafe the night of February 11, 1911. Wechter was accused of attempting to rob the cafe. Al
his trial Wechter denied all Intention
of robbery, claiming the entered the
cafe in search of a younj? woman who
had jilted him.
BASEBALL

Western League:
Lincoln 3; Wichita 7.
St. Jose 3; Omaha 5.
Des Moines 3;' Sioux City
American League:
Chicago 2; Cleveland 1.
Detroit 3; St. Louis 2.
National League:
Chicago 6;

PittsbuA

Cincinnati

11;

4
St. Louis

2.

9.

I

WRITES TO

tnen-Koff-

COUNTY OFFICERS
SPEAKER OF THE
THEIR
VIEWS

HOUSE ASKS
REGARDING
HIS SALARY BILL.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 6. There
will be a joint caucus of the democratic members of the legislature at
7:30 o'clock this evening to discuss
a country salaries bill. A majority
of them are said to be opposed to the
amount of salaries fixed by the Hin-kl- e
bill.
The senate committee on finance
tonight, if all of the members return
to the city, will take up the question
of a salary bill. Speaker Baca nas
addressed a letter to all county officials In the state on the house sal
ary bill, which he introduced, and he
states in the epistle that he desires
to be fair to all, republicans and
democrats alike, and asks all the officials to write him at once, stating
their views on this question.

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

Washington, May

at

2aiy

6.

Senate: Met

11 a. m.

Resumed consideration
of workmen's compensation bill, with probably a vote by 4 p. m.
President Taft submitted message
on "Cooperation and the Cost of Living."
House: Met at noon.
Considered miscellaneous legislation on regular calendar.
William S. Varte republican, sworn
in as member from First Pennsylvania district.
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Nev.,

SUNDAY
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He Who '8 peaks From
experience Leaves
Mucfa Unsaid

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Nevada for Taft
May 6. Nevada's six
delegates to the republican national
convention will be named at the
state convention which is in session
at Fallon today. The convention ia
controlled by the Taft forces, 81
Taft delegates out of a total of 119
having been elected at the primaries
several weeks ago.
J. F. Dennis, of Goldfield was elect
ed chairman of the convtntion short SATURDAY'S PRESIDENTIAL PRI
LEFT SITUATION
ly after it convened and stated that
MARIES
he stood for Taft and Taft principle
BADLY MUDDLED
The program of the Taft forces is fo
a resolution endorsing President Taft
and the instruction of the six dele NONE HAS ANY ADVANTAGE
gates to the Chicago national con en
tion for President Taft.
Roosevel1
AND
TAFT AND ROOSEVELT
not
supporters are busy but have
ARE
AND
WILSON
CLARK
made their plan public.
Reno,

j

j

WIFJE

"!

T

"hope had not been abandoned tor
Governor Harmon."

Favorable for Taft
Houston, Texas, May 6.H. F. Mc
Gregor, President Taffs campaign
manager, today said:
"I consider the result of Saturday's
primaries fairly favorable to Mr
Taft I have not received sufficient
reports from several districts t,l
SOLDIERS WERE
make an Intelligent estimate of th CONFEDERATE
ON THEIR WAY TO ATTEND
result and it will not be possible t
gauge the result in advance of the
BIG REUNION.
county convention tomorrow."

WHEN TRAIN

IS

WRECKED

Convention

Carolina
6. Conven
tions to elect delegates to the demo
cratic state convention on May 25
were held today in every county in
NEC
South Carolina. Declarations of pres
idential and gubernatorial preferencWILL
CONVENTIONS
DECIDE es were the features. It was expected Governor Wilson would be endorsed. Practically no campaign for any
GATHER other candidate has been made here
STATE AND COUNTY
INGS WILL BE REQUIRED TO
Governor Coleman L. Please
autf
Judge Ira B. Jones, are contesting ft
MAKE DECISIONS
the governorship.
Columbia,

S.

In South

C,

CARS

LEAVE

THE

TRACKS

May

Dallas, Tex., May 6. The Texas
New Mexico for Clark.
precinct conventions of Saturday, reSanta Fe, N. M., May 6 Fourteen
and
democratic, did not give of the 26 New
publican
Mexico counties have
a sure victory to any
candidate. held
tbeir conventions of primaries.
Woodrow Wilson was the only presi
Two have instructed tor Wilson, 10
dential aspirant who secured a definare for Harmon and two are unln- ite advantage. The face of the re
structed.
The Santa Fe county con
turns give him a majority in the
vention convened this afternoon and
county conventions tomorrow, but this
will Instruct for Clark although a
majoritv ij dependent upon all elect- ed delegates going to the county con bitter fight Is anticipated. Indicaventions and on the further contin- tions are that the state convention
at Clovis, May 14, which will choose
gency that ithey do not change their
all the New Mexico delegates to the
votes in the conventions.
Baltimore convention, will be comThe returns are not complete. From
dominated by Uahmp Clark
pletely
many countries no returns will be
followers, although Wilson and Harmade until announced in tomorrow's
mon adherents have not yet given up
conventions. It will require the counthe fight.
ty conventions tomorrow and possibly the state conventions on May 28
ROAD BILL INVALID.
to decide whether Taft or Roosevelt
6. House Bill No.
Ma
Denver,
for the republicans and Wilson or
Harmon for the democrats will re- 220, enacted by the Eighteenth generceive the Texas delegations to the al assembly and providing funds for
road improvements, today was de
respective national conventions.
clared Invalid by the state supreme
Results of Saturday's precinct con- court.
decision
. The
affirmed the
ventions toti. Biid.-jgPiiant, a contention ot
GTeneraTTirif-fltAttorney
strenth that surprised the Harmon
that the absence of the record
leaders, making him the favorite for of the senate
roll call on the measure
the county convention tomorrow on
Its legality.
Impaired
hc face of the returns.
The Hax-uolUnder the decision the $500,000
people point out, however, that
from the international revesurplus
the full result of the primary voting
nue fund is not available for road
will not be known until me county
building purposes. Previously Govconventions meet and they claim that
ernor Shafroth vetoed the road apit is likely to take the state convenpropriation bill, enacted by the last
tion to render a final choice.
legislature.
Accordingly no money
The result as between Taft and
is available for road work and will
Roosevelt is left in even more doubt
not be until the next assembly meets
the republicans have their county
in January, 1913.
conventions tomorrow simultaneously
with the democrats; Cecil Lyon, reANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATED
publican national committeeman from
6 The
London,
customary
May
Texas and state Roosevelt leader,
marked the second
issued a statement today claiming 12 observance today
accession of King
of the 16 congressional districts for anniversary of the
V. In London flags were disGeroge
Roosevelt and declared that Rooseon all public and many privelt probably would carry all the played
vate buildings. At noon a battery of
districts.
in St.
Colonel Lyon denounced an alleg- the Royal Horse Artillery
41 guns.
a
James
fired
salute
of
park
ed attempt in Saturday's convention
in his home district at Sherman to
disqualify him as a citizen of Texas
on the ground that his wife is not a JONES RECEIVES BUCK
resident, of Texas. Mrs. Lyon resides in Colorado Spridgs, Colorado WORTH 10,000 "BUCKS"
on account of her health.
Colonel
iLyon, however, has resided in SherTHE ANIMAL IS A GIFT FROM
man, Texas, for 3 years.
THE TURKISH SULTAN; IT IS
As between Taft and Roosevelt, reA PERSIAN
sults of the precinct conventions
were an even break on the face of
Colonel "Buffalo" Jones counts himthe meager returns ' made. Some of
self fortunate in the possession of
the republican conventions
merely
elected delegates whose, factional four Persian sheep, the gift!! of the
complexion will develop later, in Sultan of Turkey. It is impossible to
many places there were no republi- ship sheep out of Persia except
can conventions. H. F. MacGregor, through the permission of the sulthe Taft state campaign manager, tan. This is the second time that
announced that he considered Sat- that functionary has allowed ship
ments to be made. Mr. Jones obtain
urday's conventions favorable to
As the PerTaft. Cecil Lyon, Roosevelt's man- ed the first shipment.
was wearing out Mr.
sian
strain
ager, claimed the state for Roosevelt.
Jones was particularly anxious to obAmong the democratic candidates,
tain a new stock. A short time ago
the returns to newspapers have not
he was notified by Homer Davenbeen changed since early last night,
a famous New York cartoonist
when It was estimated that Wilson's port,
died quite recently, that the Sultan
delegates to the state convention had
agreed to give him a buck ani
would be 309;
Harmon's 86, and two does from the famous Persian
Clark's 269 on the partial returns breed.
Davenport turned the animal!
then received. This estimate was over to Mr. Jones. Jones has
just re
made on the supposition that the del- turned from a
trip to New York and
egates from the precincts would all Boston. He says the Persian buck is
attend the county conventions and the most valuable animal in the Uninot change their votes.
ted States. He said bidders would
With the exception of Clark's, ev- have to begin at $10,000 to induce
ery candidate's manager claimed to- him to even think of selling him. Mr.
day he would win in the county con- Jones has placed the animals on bis
ventions tomorrow pj in the state ranch at Onava. While in the east
28.
convention
Ac Harmon Mr. Jones lost his
May
He
whiskers.
headquarters it was announced that ays the wind blew them away,
u

h

n

VETERANS KILLED

OFFICIALS

OF

NEW

NORTH EASTERN

ORLEANS

A

SAY SIX-

TEEN LIVES LOST.
COACHES

BECOME

BATTLER8

OLD

HEROISM

MORGUES

SHOW

BY

THEIR

RENDERING

FIR8T AID TO INJURED,
Hattiesburg, Miss., May 6. Six or
passengers and four trainmen
were killed and at least 20 passen
gers were hurt when the first section
of the Texas Confederate reunion special train, en route to Macon, Ga.,
was wrecked at Gunn's Mill on the
New Orleans and Northeastern rail
road, six miles north of Hattiesburg,
more

today.

Five bodies were brought to Hattiesburg and five or six other bodies
were reported under the wreckago.
The engine, baggage car, the Jay
coach and three tourist sleepers left
the track and rolled down an emsix
The
bankment.
remaining
coaches were hurriedly transformed
into a morgue and hospital and as
soon as an engine reached the scene
the dead and injured were brought
here. The injured, some of whom are
believed fo he fatally hurt, filled
two local hospitals.
The known dead:
MRS. CHARLES HOLMJJS,.. .Bay.,
springs, fCTasr " MRS.

JAMBS

CAMERON,

Hen-

derson, Texas.
JAMES

DOWNING

dent of Downing

AtlanU, presiLocomothe Dra'.t

company.
TWO

UNIDENTIFIED
GIRLS,
and 5, (parents tho igh to
be under wreck).
ENGINEER "BILLY" WOOO, Hat
tiesburg.
FIREMAN C. C. JONES, colored.
3

Meridian.
Dr. Boone,

Mr. Den ha in and one
other man from Mansfield, La., are
missing. Five bodies are positively
known to be under the wreckage. Mr.
Downing was riding on the engine.
Doctors and nurses reached the
wreck within half an hour after the
first news reached here.
Living
comrades of the dead and injured
veterans had not forgotten lessons
learned on the battlefield, and their
attention to the dead and ministrations to the wounded were prompt.
With the help of the members of the
train crew, the passengers Boon had
all of the injured
removed to the
cars that stood on the tracks and had
gathered the corpses of as many of
the dead as it was possible to reach
before a wrecking derrick ejrrived
to lift the debris from those pinioned beneath it

First Report Not So Serious.
Orleans, La,, May 6. Four
trainmen and four passengers were
k JUIed and a number of passengers
were hurt when the first section of a
special train carrying
Confederate
veterans from Texas to the reunion
at Macon, Georgia, was wrecked on
the New Orleans and Northeastern
railroad near Hattiesburg, Miss, today. The engine and five coaches
were derailed and turned over. The
dead passengers are supposed to be
Confederate veterans.
Engineer W. A. Woods and his
negro fireman were killed. Two other employes of the road who were
riding on the engine were killed. The
train was running 30 miles an hour
when the engine left the track, carrying with it a day coach, chair car
and three tourist sleepers. Two of
the sleepers went through a trestle.
New

BUTTER AT 30 CENTS.
Elgin, May 6." The quotation committee of the Elgin board this afternoon declared butter firm at 30 cents.

r
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MONDAY, MAY

support of the enUre community,
their sphere of usefulness would be
much more limited. He bespoke tot
the sisters continued encouragement
and said they would merit all assistance given them.
At 4 o'clock benediction was pro
iiourcet) in the chapel, the archbishop
Witnesses presiding and assisted by the clergy.
Pitaval of It was a happy conclusion to a nap-

ANTHONY S NEW

WEEK

ADDITION DEDICATED

of Townspeople Visits Institution and
Ceremonies Presided Over By Archbishop J. B.
Santa Fe Rev. Father Krantz, S. J., Delivers Masterly Ora py day.
Saint Anthony's sanitarium was
tion Entire Structure, Old and New, Is a Model of Cleanli- founded In 1896 by the Sisters it
ness, Comfort and Convenience Sisters Doing a Great Work. Charity of Leavenworth, Kansas. It

Large Crowd

BEGINNING

Monday May 6th.

The universal and hearty response to our last
year's announcement leads us to hope that you will
accept this special invitation to visit the store during Nemo Week.
Our effort is to please women of refinement and
fashionable influence, and we especially desire that
you shall see for yourself the wonderful improvements that have been made in Nemo Corset specialties during the past year.
We thank you in advance for the courtesy of
your attendance and for your critical inspection of
new Nemo models during Nemo Week.
M

.&Gserwafit f6 Son
No.

Established

406

ARE IN THE
LEAD
MARYLAND

PRIMARIES

ARE EX

PECTED TO RESULT IN
OF THESE TWO.
Washington, D. C., May 6 The eyes
of all politicians in the national cap-

ital are turned today toward

Mary-

land, where primaries are being held
to determine who is to have the support of the sixteen delegates from
that state in the contests for the republican and democratic presidential
nominations. A majority of the politicians who venture a prediction as to
the results seem to pick Taft and
Clark as the winners, but it is gener
ally conceded that the situation Is so
complex that predictions are guesswork pure and simple.
One particular featur
of Maryland's primary law adds to the
of the outcome. This is
the provision for voting by county
unit:. According to this provision,
if a county goes for Roosevelt, the
delegates to the state convention will
be morally bound to regarn the trend
indicated, and if a majority of the
counties should vote fcr Taft, for Instance, then the state convention is
bound to select delegates who will
be favorable to him.
Maryland has
24 counties and the interests of the
various sections of the state are diverse, thus rendering the results of
the voting more difficult to foretell
with any degree of certainty.
The Taft and Roosevelt managers
appear equally sanguine of victory.
The Roosevelt people confidently declare they will win in the primaries
and will have enough delegates to
swing the Maryland vote to the colonel at Chicago.
Governor Goldsbor-ough- ,
former Senator Wellington and
a number of other prominent party
leaders are among the Roosevelt supHis campaign , has been
porters.
TO TRY WOMAN FOR MURDER
managed
by Colonel E. C. Carring-ton- ,
Chicago, May 6. After repeated
a member of the governor's
postponements there is every prosstaff, and General J. Stuart MacDon-ald- ,
pect that Mlrs. Jane Qulnn will be
who was naval officer at BaltiWhen something holds one back, the cause is often found to be an un- placed on trial this week for the al
more during the Roosevelt adminisas coffee c tea drinks
leged murder of her husband, John tration.
suspected habit
Quinn. When Qulnn was found dead
Caffeine, the drug in coffee and tea, interferes with digeationThas early last November Mrs. Quinn de Despite the claims of the vigorous
a destructive effect on nerves and brain and causes various ills which hand- clared he had been shot by a burglar. fight made by the Roosevelt adherents, the supporters of the president
Police investigation is said to have assert
icap one's physical and mental power.
that the Maryland delegation
revealed that Warren Thorpe? a for will
be solid for Taft. General Felix
If this it found true in your case, the
to
do
is
to
thing
quit the cause mer husband of Mrs. Quinn, had
is one of the prominent supcoffee or tea and shift to
been found shot to death in Jack Agnus
of the president.
porters
Colonel
son, Mich., in 1903 under similar cirB. Wilcox, a prominent Balticumstances and that anoKher hus Henry
more financier who has directed the
band, Charles McDonald, a Canadian,
Taft campaign, is optimistic as to
indihad died under circumstances
the outcome, and says that the adcating poison.
ministration forces will win hands
down.
THE CONFEDERATE REUNION
The contest on the democratic side
twenty-seconMil con, Ga., May 6. The
is attracting even more
attention
annual reunion of the United
If is a palatable beverage made of wheat and contains rich food ele
than the fight between Taft and
toConfederate Veterans opens here
Roosevelt. The nameof Wilson,
mentsincluding the natural Phosphate of Potash, especially required for morrow. Never in the history of the Clark
and Harmon appear on the
have
such
elaborate
city
of
the
preparations
tissue
cells
nerves and brain.
rebuilding
been made for the reception and en- democratic ballot. The most of the
P osturn is a rebuilder, and
tertainment of people from abroad as democratic leaders have been slow to
has been made for this occasion. The come into the open and it was beentire city is profusely decorated. By lieved early in the contest that Marytomorrow morning the great mass of land's delegation to the Baltimore
be nninstructed.
visitors will have arrived and it is convention would
estimated that fully 75,000 people The enactment of the primary law,
will be here by the time the conven- however, made an uninstructed dele
Pos dim Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Mich.
igatlon out of the question. Since the
tion opens.
i
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Again this year we take pleasure in announcing
our "Nemo Week" celebration, which begins on
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has been in existence ever since and
With appropriate
ceremonies at Brun, a patient in the institution; M. has done a great work. Its influence
which ill Grace Rt. Rev. Bishop Selene of Denver, a former patient; has grown constantly and it has
John B. Pitaval presided, the hand- Harrv W. Kellv and the First Na found a place in this community and
in Northern New Mexico that no othsome new addition to Saint An- tional bank.
While
the visitors were being er institution could fill. Sister Sewas yesterday
thony's sanitarium
She is assisted
hushown
dedication to the alleviation of
through the buildings the Nor rena is the superior.
numman suffering, the chosen lifework mal University band, stationed on the at present by 14 sisters. The
once
at
to a
increased
be
will
concert
ber
of the Sisters of Charity of Leaven- front veranda, gave a sacred
In order
quota
B.
Pita
larger
J.
3
considerably
o'clock
At
Archbishop
worth, Kan., to whom the institution
care may D given to
belongs. Several hundred townspeo- val, assisted by several of the clergy that proper
of patients who may
numbers
blessed
larger
ple were present to witness the cere- of Ijis Vegas and vicinity,
now
that additional
for
it
cared
be
consecrated
and
new
addition
monies, visit the sanitarium, which the
was thrown open to the public, and to the cause of charity in the name rooms have been provided.
The addition, which follows the
congratulate the good sisters upon of the Savior. The priests who as
their excellent record in the past igtPd the hlshon were Rev. Father same general atyle of architecture
is a
and wish them increased success in Paul Gilberton, pastor of the Churcli as that in the main building,
red
pressed
handsome
Father
Rev.
the future now that their facilities of Our Lady of Sorrows;
for carrying out their chosen object Adrian Rabeyrolle, pastor of the brick building, trimmed In brown
well
Church of the Immaculate Concep- tone, modern in every way and
have been augmented.
instituof
the
uses
the
to
Rev.
S.
adapted
J.,
The trip through the corridors tion; Rev. Father Dallas,
which is 105 feev
showed the building, original struc- Father Marra, S. J., Rev. Father tion. The building,
has a depth of
and
across
the
front,
ture and annex, ta be admirably Krantz, S. J., Rev. Father Gulidosi,
50 feet, has 27 rooms besides a small
of
Paulhan
Pecos;
Rev.
S.
Father
J.,
adapted to Its purpose. It is spotless
36 fee, which is located
from cellar to attic, furnished in rare Rev. Father J. P. Moog of San Mi- chapel, 36 by
floor In the east of
on
second
the
asgood taste and in a manner that in- guel; Rev. Father Louis Cellier,
the
building.
Our
of
Church
of
the
the1
sistant
sures
pastor
highest degree of comfort
floor there are 12
On the first
for the patients.
I,ady of Sorrows; Rev. Father Oiler
room and a
a
nurses'
rooms,
guests
D.
M.
A.
Father
Rev.
It is homelike i.nd attractive and of Watrous;
a
diet
kitchen,
large lounging or rea cheerful splr't predominates. The Rivera; Rev. Father O'Connor of
and
creation
room, and two bath
rooms occupied by the patients are Owensboro, Ky.
The entrance hall is
toilet rooms.
services
the
dedicatory
models of all that's attractive and
Following
in the center of the fronit, and ex
there are sun rooms and recreation the clergy stationed themselves upon
tends to a hall way which runs the
rooms, where the patieDts can enjoy the front veranda where Archbishop
length of the building and off of
Rev.
Father
introduced
mounPitaval
themselves while the bracing
which the bed rooms open. A wide
tain air and bright sunshine of New Krantz, S. J., of Denver. Father
stairway at the east end of the hall
the
Mexico are making their
healing Krantz delivered the oration of
to the second floor.
leads
The
hilnistratlons. The refectory, or din- day. His was a masterly effort. De- stairs to the basement start from
ing room, Is a cozy and pretty room spite a cold wind which swept across the east end of the hall.
and it is uo wonder the appetites of the lawn, Father Krantz held the
The arrangement of the second
patients are seen to increase tention of his hearers for more than floor is similar to that of the first
from the time they first enter the In-- j 30 minutes and when he concluded floor, there
being 11 guests' rooms,
his audience was larger than when
Etltutlon.
a nurses's room, diet kitchen, two
The chapel .which la located in the he began.
toilet rooms and three bath rooms.
Father Krantz paid a strong tribute There is a basement under the en- new addition. Is a beautiful room, it
Is here that the Sisters, kneeling be- to the sacrifice and devotion of the tire hiiildiner. Th heatlnc nlnnt nn i
fore their Lord and Savior, receive Sisters of Charity. He declared that storage rooms are located there.
the spiritual comfort and inspiration no other age of the world before the
There are three porches, one large
that make their ministrations to the Christian era had brought out such one on the front entrance over which
1
.
.
rivntinn -nnH snrtrtfiop
sick a ministry almost angelic TKn Wnnsworvln!'
V
iinere is a balcony, which opens off
woodwork Is finisaed in Siglish oak. He assertea mat omy tne sacnnce.of ,he room aboye
entrance ha
the altar is of tno..ess white and the nt w. Qovirn . a I Virn rrVi f fnrt llm
""iThe other two porches are in the
carpet is of da l; reen, making a worm a spirit which couia animate rear, one of which is two stories
most attractive color scheme. The and make possible such organiza- - high, the balcony openine; off of the
"statuary In the sanct.uary-lS-heP'- ajstairway in an English oak atain.
ful. In the rear of the chapel is a Krantz said the Sisters of Charity The floors of the halls and .ooms are
commodious sacrlty for the use have been In existence for centuries, Texsa pine. The bath rooms are
of the attending clergy.
ministering to the sick and doing floored and wainscoted in tile . nrt
As in the original building, many other good works, but the world does the walls are enameled in white. The
have fur- - not know them. Unable to fathom tht lounging room which is 22 by 20 feet
kindly disposed persons
whicD has a
of
nished rooms, thus greatly assisting mysteries
Christianity
large open fireplace and
the sisters. A large number of these make the sisterhoods possible, tha
mantle. The room abov? tne
rooms are marked with handsome world imputes to them false motives lounging room has a brick open far
bronze plates and will long remain as and denies them, but the sisters ed fireplace.
AH of the rooms of (the new builda memorial to the generosity of thoso continue their good works unmindfu.
who furnished them. Others who as- of the opinions of the world. The ing are large and light and airy, and
sisted the Sisters requested that no desire no credit for themselves, but all of the guests rooms, with the exmarks be placed upon the doors to wish their works only to redound to ception of three on the first floor
show by whom the rooms had been the glory of their God.
have windows on the street sides.
furnished.
In conclusion Father Krantz con- Some of the rooms have doom Yto- Among the most attractive apart- gratulated the citizens of Las Vegas .ween and can be thrown Into "suites
ments In the addition are those fur- upon the presence here of such an If the occupants so desire.
The new building, which faces on
nished by the following persons: B. institution as Saint Anthony's saniG. Murphey, Jacob Gross of St. Louis, tarium.
He declared the Sisters ap- the south, Is 150 feet from the FriedW. N. Rosenthal, Graaf & Hayward, preciate most thoroughly the kind as- man avenue line and 10 feet from
Knights of Columbus, San Miguel sistance that has been given them in Eighth street. It is northwest of the
bank, .T. C. .lohnsen & Son, J. P. the past and realize that, but for the main building and is Joined to it with
two passageways
one (VlTinantInDwith the west wing of the main building and the other with the rear.
These passageways are two stories
high, making hallways to the main
building on both floors.
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of the three
leading candidates for the democrat
ic presidential nomination has opened
headquarters in Baltimore and the
fight has been on in earnest.
Four months ago the Harmon sentiment appeared to predominate in
Maryland, owing to the fact that the
large financial and business interests of Baltimore seemed to favor the
Ohio governor. Later, when Wilson
and Clark forged ahead in the race,
the Harmon enthusiasm appeared to
diminish. Recently, however, the
Harmon campaign was actively resumed in Maryland, with the result
that hef is expected to figure prominently in the results.
The appearance of Harmon's name
on the ballot took the Wilson lieutenants something by suprise. They declare that the appearance
of the
Ohloan and the Mlssourian in the
field is solely for the purpose of defeating Wilson and that the followers of Harmon and Clark care Mttle
which one of their camlid.Vas is successful so long as the 'chief opponent" is defeated. Victory is expected in Marland by the 'N'ev Jersey
man's managers, but the expectation
lost some of its strength wlion it became known that two rivate were t

No. ;I20

of having the most of the organization leaders in Maryland lined up in
his support.
Several weeks ago
Mayor Preston, who Is recognized as
the real leader of the Baltimore de-

J.

E.

McKeen,

Cleveland

1301

street, Wichita, Kansas, reports:
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SPECIALS
FOR TUESDAY and WED.
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Step Up
Awaits the Person
Ready For It
fMZDJlS

POSTUM
"There' a Reason"

1

suffered from kidney troub10, had severe pains across my back, and was
all played out. I began taking Foley
Kidney Pills and soon there was a democracy, openly declared for the cided improvement. Finally the pain
I am fully cured of
speaker and since brought all of his left entirely and
,
kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae-ferinfluence to bear to further the in- all my
Rjed Cross Drug Co.
terests of the Missouri candidate. Behind this move there is said to be a
Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. M.,
plan to land the second place on the had so severe a cough that it nearly
democratic national ticket for Mayor choked her to death. Mr Allen says:
helpPreston in the event that Speaker "We tried many things without
when by good luck 1 got a botClark is nominated for president. ing her
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar ComRepresentatives Walter L. Hensley, pound. It helped her at once and finnational manager of the Clark cam- ally cured her. It is the best medipaign, is said to have indorsed the cine we ever used." O. G.j Shaefer,
Co.
candidacy of Mayor Preston for the Red Cross Drug
vice presidential nomination.
Now is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can do ;t by applyJas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third ing Chamberlain's Liniment and masterm as mayor, Omaha,' Nebr., again saging the parts freely at each appliwas successful in receiving the over- cation. For sale by all dealers.
whelming support of thje voters in the
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
primary election. He also successfulYour
druggist will refund money if
ly rid himself of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid of Fole Kidney PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Fol- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
ey Kidney Pills and they have given
truding Piles In 6 to 14 days. Re
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." What Foley
HICHESTER
PILLS
Kidney Pills have done for Mayor
KAMV. (
THE IHAMUNII
D;ih!mann they will do for any other
Ladleat Aek yonr DrunrUt for
t hl.ehe-te- r
Diamond Mrmnd,
nersnn bothered with backache, rheiv
1M1U In Red and Hold metallic
sealed with Blue Ribbon.
boxes,
form
or
other
of kidney
matism,
any
Take no other, liar of jour v
or bladder trouble. Just try them for
A&kforC'lllUES.TEBS
Vrnnut.
be met.
DIAMOND BRAND
for S
quick and permanent results. O. G. A5- - ff years known as Best, Safest, PILLS,
Always Reliable
has
Clark
the
Speaker
advantage Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

White Muslin Skirts

Children's White Dresses

$4.50

$2.25

$6.00

$3.00

4.00

2.00

6.00

2.50

3.50.

1.75

4.50

2.25

3.00

1.50

4.00

2.00

2.50

1.25

3.75-

2.00

1.00

3.50

1.75

1.75.

.88

3.25

1.63

1.50

.75

3.00

.-

1.88

1.50
i

1.25.

.63

2.50

1.25

1.00

50

2.00.

1.00

.75.

.38

1.50

.50

25

100

10 YARDS
10

d

10
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SILKOLINE 15c QUALITY
RED PERCALE 15c QUALITY
AMOSKEAG SHEETING 15c QUALITY

CELLERS DRY GOODS STOKE
The Store That Sells for Less

.75
50

90c
90c
90c

VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

At

APRIL

EARNINGS

WILL SHOW AN

INCREASE
GOOD OUTLOOK FOR RAILROADS
INDICATED BY THE FIRST
WEEK'8 RETURNS.

Gross earnings of railroads promise
to turn out well for the whole month
of April. Eighteen roads scattered
oyer the country have reported a gain
in their aggregate earnings for the
second week of the month of 5 per
cent. The earnings of 35 roads in
the United States for me first ween
have alreday been published showing
an increase for all of a trifle more
than 6 per cent.
The figures are not sufficiently
complete to warrant the inference
that the trend is downward, as their
relation may be altered on additional
returns and the difference la in any
case slight The Mississippi river
floods made themselves felt more severely, In the second week, not only
on the roads
directly affected by
high water, but on their connections
as well. It happens that the roads
most seriously affected by the suspension of mining in both hard and
soft coal fields do not make weekly
returns. For that reason the monthly
statements for April, when they appear three to six weeks hence, will
probably not make a high an average of excellence as these weekly
statements might lead one to expect.
In the intervening time, however,
most of the statements for March are
to appear and on account of general
expectation of the coal mining suspen
sion and the general recovery froa
the February operating conditions, a
number of very favorable statements
for March will be made.
The outlook for the railroads In the
near future is rather obscure. Barring
the coal strikes the traffic prospect
is declared by most railroad men to
be good, but how net earnings are
going to come out is a more serious
question. Repair work following the
extraordinary winter will t.ave to he
If the railroads get through
heavy.
the pending wage controversy without
material concessions to the men they
will be fortunate, and this may be
said with full recognition of the un
usually determined stand the mana
gers and their super: .js-- un! xVnre
or numerou
While the returns.
railroad systems, especial ly in th
southwest, still show some falling off
as compared with last year, the loss
is more than offset hy the gains on
others, so that the total gross earn
ings of all United States roads report
ing to date for the first week of April
to Dun's
is $7,851,735, according
Review, a gain of 5.7 per cent as compared with the earnings of the same
roads for the corresponding period a
year ago. This compares with gains
of 4.5 per cent for the first week in
March and 4.4 per cent in February.
In the following table are given the
gross earnings of all United States
roads reporting to date for the first
week of April and the gain as com
pared with the earnings of the same
roads for the corresponding period a
year ago; also for practically the
same roads for the same time in thi
two preceding months:

NOTICE.

by the Governor.

Signed

from the govenor announced that he had signed Senate
Joint Memorial No. 2, asking congress to pass the vocational bill.
Passcid on Third Reading.
Senate BUI No. 76 was finally passed. The measure had been taken up
section by section previously but consideration had not been completed,
and was passed by a vote of 20 to
0.
The bill has become law in some
20 or more other states.
Senate Bill No. 115, which provides
for the furnishing of bond of $10,000
each by the members of the state
corporation commission, apd $2,500
each by the chief clerk, assistant
chief clerk, chief of rate department
and chief of every other department
created, the premlu mto be paid by
the state, was passed by 23 to 0.
House BUI No. 123. to enable school
districts to borrow money for school
house construction ano equipment
and which wHl validate a $5,000 bond
Issue for school house purposes at
Roswell, was passed 23 to 0.
The senate adjourned to 10 o'clock
Tuesday forenoon.
It Was Only a Mare's Nest.
The text book trust Investigating
committee
went over the records,
contracts and documents oi the state
board of education this forenoon and
completed its hearings as far as that
board Is concerned. They evidently
found everything to be regular, for
one. member remarked:
"We evidently barked up the wrong tree."
An early report may be expected and
while it may recommend changes In
the method of letting contracts for
text books, It will hardly disclose the
existence of a trust or make any serious criticism of official acts.
Anti-Re- d
Light Injunction Hearing.
Senator McCoy before the senate
judiciary committee at a public heariz
ng; on the
bill providing that the red light may be put
out of business in any community by
the injunction method, declared he
would favor segregation if the offending men were to be segregated the
same as the offending women. Judge
John R. McFie made a cogent argument in favor of the bill and presented a brief discussing L.e law points.
He answered several questions put
to him by the committee and asserted that the act is constitutional, that
It is In force In Iowa where it works
well practically, and had been upheld
hy the state supreme court as it also
has been upheld by the supreme
court of Nebraska. A. B. Stroup'of
Albuquerque also made an address
for the bill. No one appeared In
A

McCoy-Sanche-

NO CASCARET

USER
EVER HAS HEADACHE

A

10 Cent Box Will Keep Your Liver
Stomach and Bowels Clean, Pure
and Fresh for Months.

Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, coated tongue, foul taste and
foul breath always trace them to tor
pid liver, delayed fermenting food In
the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the intestines, Instead of being cast out of
the system is
into the
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue It causes congestion and that dull, throbbing, sickening headache.
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purgative waters force a passageway for a
Gain day or so yes but they don't take
1912
the poisons out and have no effect
$422,360
weefk.
.$7,851,735
one
April
333,746 upon the liver or stomach.
March, one week.. 7,450,270
Cnsrsrets immediately cleanse and
307,786
Feb. one week.... 7,01o,880
iegulate the stomach, remove the
so'ir. undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
iin all th
s;;
decomposed w.v.e
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
and poisons In the intestt-inTHE LEGISLATURE
and bowels.
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
out
you
straighten
by morning. They
Santa Fe N. M., May 6. The fol- work while you sleep a
box
transwas
lowing official business
fiom your druggist means Inside
acted by the senate of the New Mex- cleanliness and a clear head for
ico legislature Saturday:
months. Ask any of the millions of
Two bills were Introduced., Senate Cascaret users if they ever have
Bill No. 123 by Panjtey, authorizing headache.
county commissioners to construct
jails at other places than at county
d Senate Bill No. 124 by Holt
seats
defining the powers of justices of the
-

t

peace.
I
Bills Referred.
'
The following house bills were referred :
House Bill No. 90 by Hilton, defining public roads and providing for
sign posts, to the committee on roads
and highways; House Bill No. 105, an
ati-whit- e
slave act by Nichols to the
committee on Judiciary; House Bill
No. 106 by Nichols, an act forb'd-din- g
any person to receive any part
of prostitutes,
to the
of earnings
committee on judiciary; House Bill
No. 108, by Burg, to provide funds
for placing troops along the border
In case of an emergency, to the committee on finance.

Department of Bute Engineer,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Number of Application 615.

meage

S.S.S.

April 12, 1813.

Notice Is hereby given Mn on the
22d day of
November, 1911, in accordance with Section 26, Irrigation
Law of 1907 U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service of Albuquer-que- .
County of BernallUo, State of
New Mexico, made an
application to
the State Engineer of New Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
Public waters of the State of New

,

Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from South Fork of Gallinas at a
point N. W. corner S. 14 T. 17 N It
14 E. S. 54 degrees
3,900 feet by
means of diversion and .2075 cu. ft
sec. and is to be conveyed to S. h.
S. 14 T. 17 N, R. 14 E.
by means

of diversion works and there used
of 10 acres Forest Nursery
The State Engineer will take this
application up for consideration on
the 12th day of July, mi, and all
persons who may opose the granting
of the above application must file
their objections substantiated with affidavits with the State Engineer and
copy with applicant on or before that
date.
CHARLES

D. MILLER,

State Engineer.

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL
!

Santa Fe, N. M., Mai; ti. John W.
Roberts 0f this city, until recently
private
secretary' to Congressman
Curry, today accepted the position of
assistant to United States consul at
and will leave
Chihuahua, Mexico,
for his post of duty probably this
evening. He had been given a position in the embassy at Santiago de
Chill, but asked for a place nearer
home and the telegram last evening
offering him the position at Chihua
hua was in response to that' request.
The position carries a good salary
and many opportunities for advance- ment, especially now that Chihuahua
is the center of unrest in Mexico.
The many friends of Mr. Roberts wil
be pleased to learn of his merited
advancement.
He
speaks Spanish
fluently, has made a study of inter
national law, and though still very
young in years has already made a
reputation as a newspaper writer.
Governor's Reception.
It is announced that the governor
will attend a reception given by the
citizens of Raton on the evening of
May 18. The function has been in
prospect for some time but a definite
date could not be named on account
of the press of executive business. A
banquet at the Seaberg hotel Is a
part of the evening's program.
Notaries Appointed.
The following were appointed no
taries public by Governor W. C. Mc
Donald: Ciclllo Qulntana, Manzano,
Torrance county; Eliseo Lujan, Ve
larde, Rio Arriba county; Joseph C.
Digneo, Santa Fe, Santa Fe county;
John W. Ballow,
Elida. Roosevelt
county.
Railroad Crossing for Demlng.
Acting on the recommendation of
the state corporation commission the
A. T. and s) F. railroad has notified
the Demlng chamber of commerce
that it is ready tp comply with that
body's request to place a grade cross
ing over the Santa Fe tracks at the
intersection of the new county high
way near Demlng

AFRICAN

METHODISTS

MEET

Kansas City, May 6. The quadrennial general conference of the African Methodist Episcopal church assembled in this city today with more
than 500 delegates in attendance.
Organization was completed at the
session. Among important business
to be transacted later in the week
will be the election of general officers and of several additional bishops, to meet the growing demands
of the church.
.

CURES
SKIN DISEASES

Th nun oa nf nil skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid in
the blood; the cuticle is always healthy where the circulation is free from
or unhealthy matter it
impurities. When the blood is infected with acrid
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its temsoftness, pliability and healthfulness.
perature and preserving its normal delicate
fibres and, tissues around the
Instead it irritates and inflames the
forms of skin disease.
pores and glands and produces some of the many affections
are produced
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin
ix, ia
wiui wu
by the deposit from the Diooa or we acriu uumuia
Into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering,
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why
and burning.
scratching the outer skin affords no relief from the itching the
blood, tt
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying
are
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids whichcures
permanently
causing the trouble, buUds up the weak, acrid blood, and
can only soothe; they
every variety of skin affection. Local applications
never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right into the
cures it by removing the cause. Book
circulation, reaches the trouble and
on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to aU who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

ui,
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TEXAS LABOR FEDERATION
Palestine, Tex., May 6. Delegates
representing all of the prominent labor organizations of Texas respondAVAILABLE IHId
75,000 Bushels Raised on 2.50C ed to the roll call at the opening
here today of the annual convention
Acres in Northwest.
of the State Federation of Labor. THERE WILL BE SOMETHING DOING IN LAS VEGA8 EVERY
The initial session included greetings
MINUTE
by Mayor Powers and others, to
Saskatchewan Farmer Gives His Meth- which response was made for the
ods of Securing Big Yield Adefederation by President William L.
With several theatrical attractions
LOWER
quate Power Is Given ae One
WAS
booked at the Duncan opera house, a TEMPERATURE
Hoefgen of San Antonio.
of Flrat Eeentials.
THAN FOR THE 8AM E MONTH
Santa Fe concert, a musical enten
IN MANY YEAR8
tainment for the
nefit of the Elks.
Fred Engen of Saskatoon, Sasdances
several
and
unusual
programs
katchewan, who harvested 75,000 bush MISS DEL VALLEIS
at the motion picture shows, this
April 1912 will go on record in
els of flax last year from 2,500 acres,
CHARMING ACTRESS will be a gay week
Vemas as one of the coldest
Las
amusefor
the
writes Dry Farming of his methods,
ment seekers in Las Vegas. On Aprils In the annals of the Meadow
as follows:
Lucre tia del Valle has been engag Tuesday evening at the opera house City, according to the report of ProWe built a box eight feet by three
feet wide for each drill. In this we ed to play the picturesque role of Miss Athmore Grey, a world famous fessor J.C. Baker, observer for the
put four bushels of flax In the end. "Necia" in Rex Beach's famous boor classical and poetic
dancer, will give volunteer weather station at the New
We used two gallons of formaldehyde
Normal University.
The
play of Alaskan life, "The Barrier. the renowned "Salome." This Is the Mexico
solution, according to the usual Miss del Valle Is a native of Califor first
1901
1906
the
are
and
1900,
that
Las
years
opportunity
Vegans
directions, to the four bushels. We
.iscd a kasominlng pump sprayer to nia, born on the site of Ramona's have had to see the dance, which, be- only close rivals for the" record, their
spray the solution on the flax, and home, near Santa Barbara, which cause of the lack of wearing apparel temperatures being slightly above
wtth one man standing at the oppo- has always been the property of her of the dancer, has been the
object 46.1 degrees, the mean for the past
site end of the seed box and stirring father, N. F. del aVlle, who was Uni or much criticism. No doubt Miss month. The normal mean tempera?
the flax seed as the solution was ted tSates senator from California Grey will dance before
a large
for April is recorded as 49.6 de-sprayed on it over into the empty for 16 years.
dience on her appearance here.
Igrees, 3.5 degrees above that f last
space in the box. When the solution
In her nature she retains the early
Wednesday night, however, will be month. April was also dryer than
was thus sprayed on the flax we
covered the box with a blanket for romance of this picturesque spot, and the big night in the Meadow
City. the average, the precipitation being
s
of an hour; then we has carried
tingling memories of it "The Barrier," Re Beach's master- - .70 inches, while the
precipi
stirred the flax again, and after 16 into her professional career.
piece, will be presented at the Du
tation is one Inch
or 20 minutes tt was ready for the
,
Some of Ramona's pearls are In can opera house: "Hinilnmiia
The mean maximum for April 1911
drill.
This is an easy method of
del
and
Miss
greatest
of
of
all
the
Valle,
motion
possession
picture
produc was 57.2 degrees and the mean mini
treating flax, and I believe It Is the are worn
by her In the third act of tions, will be shown at the Browne mum was 35.1 degrees.
most convenient
The grea
A brief sketch of her and the Las eVgas loge of the Loval est
Barrier."
'The
I
soil
which
76,000
"The
upon
grew
daily range in temperature occur
Order of Moose will give a dance at red on
bushels of flax is a very heavy clay
April 30, when the thermo
The breaking was done in the fore
the armory. Many are anxious t meter
a difference of 4i
registered
summer, and the ground was properly
take in all three attractions, and art
degrees between the minimum and
disked and harrowed, and last spring
puzzled to know how they can do it. maximum temperatures.
The max!- we went over it with a double harThe Barrier" will be presented bi mum temperature was
row before we started seeding.
Our
on
registered
an excellent trouneof
w seed was grown at Zealandla and
u jiiuj a April 30 when the thermometer showand no doubt will be well attended ed a
Dellsle on new land, and was very
temperature of 4 degrees. The
clean. We started seeding on April
here. "Cinderella" is somethine that minimum temperature,
degrees,
24, and used 25 pounds to the acre.
the patrons of the Browne have been was registered on
Vpril I.
Our flax averaged 29 bushels to the
looking forward to for some time and
The greatest precipifcaJon occurred
acre.
the prospects that the popular picled
"My experience in farming has
on
April 1, when a rainfall of .19 inture play house will be packed at all
me to the conclusion that the genches was registered. The only snowperformances. The Moose dance will
eral Impression regarding our seafall occurred on April 18, and a slight
be a big affair, with fine music, a
son's shortness for the production of
big hall storm occurred on
16.
our small grain without Injury by
April
rrowd and a big time for all.
There were 20 clear days in the last
frost Is more or less an error chargeThursday night the Schubert
able to the lack of power employed
club and Lady Quartette, as- month, nine partly cloudy days and
I
in farming operations.
wish to
sisted by the famous Anna Pearl one cloudy day. The days with a
draw attention to the fact that 1
.01 inches numbered
Weatherington and the celebrated precipitation of
started to seed flax on April 24. If
six.
frosts
occurred an th
Killing
I had had four engines with Ave drills
young American
of APril
Tbunder- to each engine I would have been
virtuoso. Thorn- sable to have had my four sections In
will give a concert at the Duncan storms occurred on the fifth and
in five days, whereas it was May 20
twenty-fourtdays of the month
opera house under the auspices oJ
when I finished seeding. When fall
was an unusually windy month
April
and
for
the
benefit of the Las Vegas
came the first flax sown was cut
owing to the dryness. The average
lodge No. 408, B. P. o. Elks.
three weeks before the last sown, and
wind direction was from the south
therefore it is manifest that If I had
Friday night the Pearl Herndon
sown that acreage In Ave days I
musical and dramatic company will west.
would have had fully three weeks
give a concert under the auspices or
advancement in the commencement
the Santa Fe reading room. All of
of threshing.
If one measures the
TO STOP
the
above named attractions we
high
working power employed with the
DEL
May 6. Plana to
VALLE
Philadelphia,
LUCRETIA
class and should meet the demand of
acreage under cultivation one will
and other alleged
In "The Barrier."
the amusement seeking people of the stop price-cuttinfind that it Is utterly inadequate. If
a man has only a yoke of cattle and
Mead, ir City. Friday Jim Flynn and abuses that are said to have led to
farms an acreage accordingly he la professional career is interesting. "ck
demoralizing competition in the trade
Curiey wut arjjve in tXe. city.
surely better off than covering a She is of the
wn te.
'Jlscussed at the
of
Southern
University
large amount of ground without any
annual convention of the National
was a "Theta Sigma Mu"
Leroy
California,
Thacker,
Watertown.
S
D
payable results.
says: "I suffered with rheumatism Association of Hosiery and Underwear
"It has been my experience that all glr', and ran away from college to for
over eight years, and it seemed at manufacturers, which met in this
the land which I have worked proper- the freedom of her histrionic oareer. times
I would
when thj
ly and seeded quickly
Padded in between these excitable Three bottles ofgo crazy with pain. city today for a four days' session.
Foley Kidney Pills The
has
not
spring
opened up has given
moments of her romantic school days cured my rheumatism
question of the relations between
and I gladly reordinary results, but abundant, and and her recent stellar
in commend them." O. G. Shaefer, Red employers and employes will be an
triumphs
If we could only learn to farm half
Cross Drug Co.
other topic of discussion.
the quantity, unless we have surplus "The Barrier" are such successes 'as
"Sweet
Mary
Ann,"
"Merely
Kitty
our
would
results
furnish no
power,
such disappointments as they have Bellalrs," "Top o' My Thumbs," etc.
done this last season in many cases.
Miss del Valle is temperamentally
"I sowed flax two to three and a suited to the "Necia" of the book in
half inch deep. Of course It might a
way that has pleased the author
not apply on ail soils, or in all seaand
the public. She will portray a
sons, but I shall take my chance of
sowing deep and early, and sowing it splendid bit of temperamental acting
as quickly as possible, and be abreast with "The Barrier" in this city on
with the season.
the evening of Wednesday, May 8.
Distributing
"I passed my Aax, which
was
Agents
shipped from my own elevator,
WAGONS
through a cleaner twice. If any more
6
A
BIRTHDAY
LUCKY
MAY
Is
cleaning
necessary the purchaser
6. How
to
Washington,
May
has to do It himself.
"As to breaking and seeding flax in achieve success and fame be born
the spring: This in my opinion Is a on May sixth. Philander C. Knox,
doubtful work, but if undertaken It secretary of state, was born May 6,
,HPlEHF
should be four Inches deep, which 1853. Jeff Davis of
Arkansas, who
will give It a fair depth to disk, but
rewon
to
out
his
in
fight
after the breaking one should use a recently
heavy packer immediately after the turn to the senate, was born May 6,
plow. If one has depth enough the 1862 50 years ago itoday and on
VEHICLE
SADD'F'
Full Line of
seeders should follow the packer, and the same day Oscar W. TTfMerwood
HARNESS
SEEDS
then the harrow."
of Alabama, who aspires to become
an occupant of the White House
Beetles Grow Mushrooms.
made his entrance into the world
Scientists have known of mushroom
Still another famous American who
N. M.
growing ants for a long time, and it
was generally believed that the ant celebraites his birthday anniversary
was the only insect possessing suff- today is Rear Admiral Robert E. Peaicient intelligence to make a success- ry, who found the north pole. Adful mushroom farmer. Prof. J.
miral Peary was born May 6, 1856.
the French entomologist, now
says that a certain wood boring beetle
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR
known as the Bostrychide is as familiar with mushroom cultivation for
home consumption as the ant. Prof.
Bouverie dlscovereo that the beetles
bore holes in wood and half fill them
with a prepared fungus, which makes
an ideal mushroom bed. The garden
is carefully spawned and tended, and
in course of time the mushrooms appear. In this way the beetle provides
Itself with a food sufficiently tender for
its feebie jaws.
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Cautious Treatment Necessary.
If the cow has obstructed teats, be
very cautious about Inserting mUk
tubes, probes or qtillls. Nothing of
the kind should be Inserted in a cow's
No sir! There are no germs in
teats, excepting as a last resort, and
Ice. Our ice is made from the
our
then only with the most extreme care
and cleanliness.
purest of waters; is highly recom
mended by physicians, and is glvin;
California Fruits.
the best satisfaction to all our pat
California fruits easily Sod their rons. Don't buy inferior ice and pa3
way into Scottish markets. Recently
what you would if you were us
a consignment of plums from that stats just
our
ice.
pure, germ-proo- f
ing
was shipped to Dunfermline, ariving
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
m splendid condition. The lot was
sold in less than a week.
Phono Main 227.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Mainj344.

i

Machine

Co.

Whalen, & Fowler Prep,
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with them must be Included every
person, n matter by what name he
ESTABLISHED 187.
may call himself, who is not in sympathy with the spirit of our instituPublished By
tions and the letter of our laws.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
There are people who would be
(Incorporated)
highly Insulted if they were classed
as anarchists but who are anarchists
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR in
effect if not at heart. They are
more dangerous than those who foolishly pride themselves on being arrayed against the organized forces or
Entered at the postofnce at But law and order. The latter are visible
Km Vegas. New Mexloo, for tranamis-ta- and tangible, though they are not
through the United States mails dealt with as vigorously as the situa
tion warrants. The former are an
a second class matter.
insidious menace because they are
not always recognized for what they
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
really are. The open enemy should
Dally, by Carrier:
$ .05 be
Per Copy
opposed openly, however, and
One Week
IS there is no justification for failing
65 to deal with them in the right way
One Month
7.50
One Year
p
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SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
Because

WATCHES

of Drought

Important
Resisting Qualities.

To any one paying cash or settling in full
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
Commence at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors, (live us a trial, we

Certain Varieties, 8uch as Kafir, Mile,
Yield-erDurra and Kowllang Better
In Seasons of Limited

Rainfall.
A
(By PROF. CARLETON R. BALL,
roDomlat. United State. Department
of Agriculture.)

want

INGERSOLL

INGERSOLL JUNIOR
MIDGET
EQUITY (Waltham)

:.

$2.00
$$.00

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

ROBERT J. TAUPERJT

for a steady customer.

Grain sorghums are important dry
you
of their well
farm crops because
known drought resistance. This enables them to produce crops of grain
where other crops fail. What we call
high
drought resistance is probably awater
ability to prevent the loss of
through the leaves and other tissues
of the plant. It may also be connect- REBEL ARMY WAITING
Daily by Mali
ed with strong development of the
One Year
$6.00
It la now known that
root system.
S.00
Biz Months
CALENDAR OF SPORT8
the plants which we call drought reORDER TO ADVANCE
sistant are not able to extract any
FOR THE WEEK
those
than
soli
more water from a dry
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
which are not able to resist drought OROZCO
GROWER
EXPECT8 TO CARRY
very extensively.
One Year
varTO FEDERALS IN
BATTLE
$2.00
Monday
certain
that
been
It has
proved
1.00
Six Months
Pennsylvania interschoiaetic tennis ieties or strains of the different grain
CHIHUAHUA.
tournament at University of Pennsyl- sorghum crops, such as kaflr, milo,
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip vania.
durra and kowllang, are better yield-erJimenez, Mav 6. Concentrated in
tions)
than other varieties or strains, es- the region about
Tommy Houck, vs. Young Britt, 15
Peronal, the rebel
Remit by draft, check or money rounds, at Baltimore.
pecially in seasons of limited or
rainfall. These superior forces are awaiting orders from the
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
Tuesday
to advance. Gen
strains are no more drought resistant commander-in-chie- f
responsible for loan.
Annual championship tournamen, than are the inferior strains, but are, era! Orozco will leave Jimenez
today
on
.
applica- of Pacific Northwest Golf association for one reason or another, drought-evasive- for
Specimen copies free
the field in order to direct the opton
the
to
This is very Important
at Victoria, B.
erations.
Jimenez Is deserted ex
drought
Opening of thirteenth annual Mon farmer. It is doubtful whether
a force left as a garrison. A
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT treal horse show.
resistance can be readily or rapidly cept by
It Is possible, however, remnant of the old rural organization
Increased.
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
Westem Pennsylvania Trap Shel- for
every grower of grain sorghums to at Chihuahua, will accompany the
PAID FOR.
ters' league tournament at Pittsburg. take
advantage of the characters or general and his staff to the I'ront.
Ernie Zanders vs. Billy Walters, 10 habits of these crons which mass Where
Orozco will make his first
Advertisers are guaranteed the rounds, at Madison, Wis.
them able to evade or avoid drought.
not been announced but ii
has
stop
of
the
circulation
and
characteristics
the
Some
of
weekly
largest dally
Wednesday
is
said
his
to
headquarters tonight will
escape
of any newspaper In Northwestern
Southern Michigan Baseball league crop which enable it
are earliness of maturity and be near Yermo, just north of Conedrought
New Mexico.
begins its season, with Saginaw at dwarfness of
growth. Conditions out- jos. His latest reports
from the
Bay City, Flint and Lansing, Kalama side the
TELEPHONES
plant Itself which may assist south told of no activity on the part
Battle
and
zoo;
Creek
and
Adrian
iu
at
are
thin
evasion
planting of the federals who
drought
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
yet appear to be
Jackson.
and, perhaps, early planting also.
9
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
is known
In the recent succession of dry sea- waiting attack. Nothing
Thursday
sons in parts of the plains region, it here of any fignting on the part of
Opening of first annual show of has
commonly been noted that dwarf General Salazar at Cautro
Cines,
the Aero Club of Amorican at New
MONDAY, MAY 6, 1912.
varieties,
early varieties and varie- where he was reported defeated FriYork.
ties which are both dwarf and early
day by federals. Rebel officials say
Annual Canadian amateur
boxing have been able to mature larger crops
he was not advancing in that direc
of
varieties.
championships open in Toronto.
grain than taller and later
Pacific northwest amateur boxin" There is a reason, without doubt. A tion but towards Torreon.
and wrestling championships open in dwarf variety requires less water than
t taller one.
The larger the plant, the
Portland.
Chinese Ask Protection.
more water It requires and the more
Joe Mandot vs. Ray Temple. 20 It Is
Washington, May 6. Several hun
likely to lose by transpiration. A
rounds, at New Orleans.
small plant which can produce as dred Chinese, fleeing from the dis
Opening of invitation golf tourna much grain as a large plant will thus turbed zone in the state of Coahuila,
In a dry seahave a real
ment of the Birmingham
are appealing to the United
(Ala.) Coun- son. This la advantage
not true drought resist- Mexico,
try club.

$1.00
... $2.00

Las Vegas Mercantile Co,

Manufacturing

Jeweler and Optician.

La9 Vegas, New Mexico.

SALOME DANCE IS

SAID TO BE

Subscribe for The Optic

GREAT

a

poorly-distri-

V

ance but merely a lower water requirement which permits drought eva-

th,w

Opening of the season of
Central International Baseball
ague. sion.
DEALING WITH
central Kansas Baseball leaeue
The year 1909 was marked by a
opens, with Junction City at NewtotL were drought In JaJy, August and
Manhattan at Lyons and Sallna at September in the southern br.lf of the
Some thiug far more drastic th.m ureat Bend.
great plains. At the Amarillc experiment farm, In Texas, 17 plats ot mtlo
the withdrawal of citlsensiilp must
Friday
gave an average yield of 6.8 bushels
be resorted to in order to punish
Annual Oregon State interscholas-tiand ten plats of dwarf milo an aver
adequately the1 anarchistic offenses
track meet at University of
age yield of 11 bushels to the acre.
of which the "reds" in this country
The best plat of milo yielded at the
16.5 bushels, though in a
are guilty. The reports of the variClarence Ferns vs. Paul Kohler, 10 rate of only
low piece of ground, while the best
ous May day parades or the "Indusat.
Kansas City.
rounds,
dwarf milo yielded 23.2 bushels per
trial Workers of the World" and kinacre. This advantage seems to be
Saturday
dred organizations that appear to be
Spring meeting of the Louisville largely due to the smaller size of the
based on the theory of violent oppo- Racing association
variety and the
opens with the plants of the dwarf
sition to the government show that Kentucky
consequent lower water requirement.
Derby.
The effect of earliness In permitting
the red flag was unfurled from one Harvard intercholastic tennis tour-evasion is very important.
drought
end of the country to the other and nament at Harvard
University.
Consider two plants, one earlier than
that many of the anarcliista were
y
three-corne- r
the other, but otherwise similar in all
roughly handled by the patriotic ed track meet at AnnapoMs.
respects. The earlier plant, having
Americans whose indignation was
n
dual (track and field a shorter growing period, not only
uses less water, but uses it earlier in
aroused when the nation's flag was meet at New Haven.
the season. This is of especial imtrampled under foot.
Wisconsin-Chicagdual track and portance in those parts of the semi-ari- d
It is reported that a federal Judge field meet at Chicago.
country where much of the sea
In a far western state where most Nebraska-Minnesot- a
dual track and sonal rainfall occurs in April, May,
of the trouble with the I. W. W. has field meet at Lincoln.
and June. The earlier plant might be
of seed on the
occurred has "under advisement" a
Missouri-Kansas
dual track and able to mature its arop
summer rainfall. On the other hand.
to
withdraw
proposal
citizenship field meet at Columbia, Mo.
the later plant might be crippled at a
a member pf the order who
Pennsylvania-Carlisldual track critical stage of its growth by the
'ranly confesses that he is arrayed and field meet at Philadelphia.
exhaustion of the soil moisture during
against itte government and would
Iowa State interscholastic
track dry weather in August.
but
Milos are earlier than kaflrs,
subvert it if in his power. Such ene- - and field meet at University of Iowa
not known to be more truly
are
oi American institutions are
state interscholastic
Pennsylvania
drought resistant. At Amarillo, Tex.,
not entitled to any of the benefits ot track and field meet at Harrlsburg.
under conditions of severe drought
citizenship, but it hardly appears
Invitation track and field meet oi from the middle of July until October,
that they would be serlcusly incon Birmingham, Ala., Atheltic club.
1909, the mllos yielded on the average
wemeuceu
uy navrng
Ad Wolgast vs. Willie Ritchie, 10 8.3 bushels and the kaflrs only 5.5
taken away
bushel's to the acre. In each crop
from them that by which they set rounds, at San Francisco
the figures are the average of between
no store. Their attitude is voiced by
20 and 30 plats and show that the difIN
TESTIMONY
STEEL
8UIT
Catiline's declaration tLat being "set
ference was really in the earliness
6.
Before Henry
New Yrok, May
tree from daily contact with the
(and perhaps the dwarfness, also) of
things he loathed" was not banish P. Brown of Philadelphia, sitting as the milos as compared with the kaflrs,
special examiner, the taking of tea the yields in normal years being about
ment
The recent motor car crimes In timony was begun today in the gov equal.
The season of 1910 was still drier,
Paria, committed by anarchist . hava ernment's suit for the dissolution of only ten inches of rain
falling at AmaUnited
States Steel corporation
aroused the French government to the
rillo from January to October, incluis
that
the
It
of
expected
hearing
Better yields were obtained
sive.
the ftnminence of the perils of har
witnesses will occupy six months or than in 1909, however, because the
boring so many actively seditious more and
that the case will not reach average stands were much thinner.
enemies of government. The peril
courts
for trial until the begin-I- Under these conditions 32 plats of
the
no less insistent in this country
milo and dwarf milo yielded an aver
g of nex year.
who
are
where there
many persons
age of 17.9 bushels per acre, while 22
glory In their contempt for the naplats of ordinary blackhull and red
MAY 6 A LUCKY BIRTHDAY
kaflrs
yielded only 3.7 bushels. The
tion and its flag and flaunt the red Washington,
6
How to
May
banner of anarchy at the head of achieve success and fame be born difference In average yield la 14.2
bushels. Even If we admit that half
their "parades." There is no excuse on May sixth. Philander C. Knox, of
this difference is due to the dwarf-e- r
witfc
what is palpafor temporizing
growth of the milos compared with
secretary of state, was born May 6,
bly treasonous, and the sooner our 1853. Jeff Davis of Arkansas, who the standard kaflrs, we still have a
govwrnmetft meets existing cond- recently won out In his fight to re- gain of 7.1 bushels due to earliness
itions with corresponding vigor the turn to the senate, was born May 6, alone.
better. Freedom of speech is gros- 186250 years ago today and on
Nourishment of Nuts.
sly abused every day in the year and the same day Oscar W. Underwood
are
Nuts
food, not mere confections,
the problem is growing constantly of Alabama, who aspires to become for man. Nut
trees alone could furmore acute. It must be met with
an occupant of the White House, nish nourishment adequately to supaction, for the ten- mads his entrance Into the world. port the life of the world.
dency if unchecked will in time reach Still another famous American who
Mohair In Demand.
Compared with celebrates his birthday anniversary
the danger mark'.
Mohair from angora goats Is la deanarchists
the
Americans
Is
Rear
PeaE.
Admiral
Robert
today
patriotic
and always brings a good pries
are now only a mere handful, but ry, who found the north pole. Ad- mand
for good quality.
of
too
and
far
them,
miral
many
was
1856.
born
there ire
Pearf
May ,
Columbia-Cornell-Nlav-

Yale-Princeto-

e

n

Several persons have been heard
to remark today that Duncan and
Browne were going a little strong in
engaging a Salome dancer to appear
at the Duncan opera house tomorrow
night Miss Athmore Grey, who does
this artistic "soul dance," is said to
w(efer exceedingly
raiment
scanty
during a portion of the terpslchorean
stunt and there are those who inquire as to whether Las Vegas Will
not be highly shocked. The young
woman Is said to appear on the
stage draped in flowing veils. Her
dance is rapid and exciting, however,
and she drops off veil after veil un
til but the stage is dimly lighted
and one cannot
tell exactlv what
does happen. At any rate the dancer
is said to be enveloped at the final
moment in plenty of beads and a
black silk gauze skirt. Managers
Duncan and Browne declare the show
has been recommended to them as
all right. The press notices in varStates government for a temporary ious papers say the dance is perfect
ly moral although highly artistic, it
assylm in this country. Terror-strickeby the memory of the Chinese is asserted that the most fastidious
massacre of tho last revolution, Chi- need not feel any trepidation about
nese are poring into Piedras Neg-ra- witnessing the dance.
opposite Eagle Pass, Texas.
Their urgent request for permission
to cross the border line reached
SUFFRAGISTS IN KANSAS
Kansas City, May 6 Miss Jar.e
Washington today.
The appeals were transmitted oy Addams, the noted settlement worker
Collector of Customs Dow at Eagle of Hull House, Chicago, entered Kan
Pass, Texas, to the secretary of the sas today on a four days' campaign
treasury. As an immigration prob- to help the women of that state ','ain
lem is involved, Secretary McVeagh full suffrage. She headed a gaily decwill consult with Secretary Nagel of orated automobile parade thrcixrh
Kansas City, Kansas, delivered an ad
commerce and labor.
Mexican
The
federal forces, accord- dress in the factory district, anothei
to
advices
from
American agents, one at the higb school and attended
ing
have been defeated by Orozco's a luncheon. Later she left for Wicharmy at Cantro Clenegas in Coahuila. ita, to attend the annual convention
The federals apparently reteated to of the Kansas' Eqnaf Suffrage asso
elation.
Monclova where another fight is
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Are Safe.

Washington, May 6 The state department today made public a dis
patch from Claude E. Guyant, consular agent aboard the Buford, stating
that Americans are safe, at Mazatlan
and conditions there are tranquil.
Peronal Taken By Rebels.
Jimenez, Mex., May 6. Peronal, 14
miles north of the former federal out
post at Berraejillo, was occupied last
night by the rebel army now advancing on Torreon. A number of mines
left for the retreating federals were
unearthed.
American Is Murdered.
City, Utah, May

Salt Lake

WHY

6.

James D. Harvey, reported in an El
Paso dispatch to have been murdered
by a Mexican in his field at the
Mormon colony of Diaz, was born at
Moroni, Utah, and went to the Co- lonla Diaz 20 years ago. A brother
and sister are in Salt Lake and two
sisters in, Moroni. He was the father
of 14 children.
Now la the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can do Jt by applying Chamberlain's liniment and mas
saging the parts freely at each appli
cation. For sale by all dealers.

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believe in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a' protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
I

It

$2.79

and Pumps at Cost

Buford at Mazathlan
Miazatlan. Sonora,
via
Negates,
May ft. The transport Buford arriv-

ed at Mazatlan today direct from San
Diego, Calif. The transport passed
the Torktown at sea, nerJy exchanging greetings. The Buford will leave
for Topolobampo and Altata this afternoon, returning and taking American from Mazatlan Tuesday.
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500 Pairs of Women's Oxfords
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THERE AtRE SOME PEOPLE WHO
EXPECT TO BE SHOCKED
BUT THEY ARE GOING.
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Peter P. Mack el and son are in Las
Vegas from their home in St Louis.
BASEBALL NOTES.
Mr. Mackel, who is a sign and houwe
painter, expects to locate In Las Vegas and will open a shop here. He
&&&&&&&&&&&
is
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HOW'8 THIS7
Toledo, O writes, "My wife has been using
a resident of Mora and his latest em
Clear, pure,
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReCurley, promoter of the coming host, high, with a perfect enunciation, Miss
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them
ployment is not new to him.
DOUGLAS AVE.
that Mr. Anselberg turned his activit- Carder's nates were at times almost ward for any case of Catarrh that nally, acting directly upon the blood very effectual and doing her lots of
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh and mucous surfaces of the system. good." If you have any trouble with
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purity, then full and Cure.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 centr your stomach or bowels give them a
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certainly has a future if she conTHEIR DELEGATES tinues
her musical studies.
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(Continued Prom Saturday)
"Buf, Claire, how cam you here?
Why did you leave Philadelphia?"
"Because I hare a brother, air, whom
can only meet In secret," ah replied
quietly. "I came without thought of
danger, for war has not coat us friend
In this country; our home has remained until now untouched by van- dais, and I felt amply protected by
those who accompanied me upon the
sue
ride our old house servants.
at the side of his chair, her
head bowed upon his arm, and bis
hand stroked her hair. "I regret if 1
have seemed nnmaidenly, or done
what you may deem wrong, father, for
It has all seemed right to me.
The colonel looked at ua silently for
what seemed a long while, his Angers
fondling the tresses of the girl's hair.
"This situation leaves me In an embarrassing predicament," he admitted
at last slowly. "I hardly know what Is
my duty either as a father, or an officer of the king. No matter what his
purpose may have been this man penetrated our lines in disguise; he admittedly exercised command of those
irregulars who attacked and routed
Delavan'a column, and has since been
prowling about disguised as a countryman. Merely because my daughter
confesses to a friendship between
them can hardly Justify me in setting

I

him at liberty."
He paused, rising to his feet, his eyes
on my face. The girl lifted her head,
looking up at him.
"Major Lawrence, I shall hold you
prisoner of war, referring your case
e
to Sir Henry Clinton. In the
yon shall receive every consideration possible in accordance with
your rank. I am now going Join my
men in pursuit of Fagin. Captain
Grant, you will accompany me, and,
Mr. Seldon, I shall leave you in charge
of the prisoner until we return."
He took a step toward the doer;
then turned to his daughter.
"I shall expect you to be ready to
ride with us on our return to Philadelphia, Claire," he said kindly. "It is
evidently not safe for you to remain
here alone."
"Very well, father."
"Come, Grant, we shall have to ride
hard to overtake our men."
The captain started
reluctantly,
ucowllng at me as he passed.
"I should enjoy having the privilege
f being left in charge here," he said,

00

whit "beyond noon, when the odor
opened suddenly, and Peter appeared
bearing a trap. He was as mysteriously silent and professional as upon
his first visit, not even fa to ring me
with a glance, his mind apparently
Intent upon his duties, moving about
nolselsBly, wiping the table, and placing his load of dishes thereon with
great care that all should be arranged
in perfect order. The door remained
alar during these preparations, a
Queen's Ranger standing there mo- tionless, leaning on his gun, and
lng ug steadily. At last Peter drew
up a CBmr dusted it, and with wave
of the hand invited me to be seated,
, gf6 ag a0wly as possible, while he
Btood over me, anticipating my every
want He might have been a wax flg- eye-kne- lt

tbe delay would be short. VTth the
knowledge came action. I bore the
unresisting Ranger to the floor, hurling down the tray of food he bore in
a mass of broken crockery, and bound
him hand and foot, leaving the fellow
lying across the open doorway. He
was without arms, except his heavy
gun, which I left beside him. An instant I paused to aak a question, holding aloft the lantern so as to see his
face.
"Now, man, speak quick; you were
given some word for me? Some instructions how I was to get away?"
"Sure; but ye drew those cords
tight! Tou are to go upstairs, out
the front door, and turn to the right;
there's a horse In the thicket beyond
the summer house. Damnation, loosen
that ankle rope, will ye?"
I gave it a twitch, but felt little compassion for the fellow, and ran up the
steps, leaving the lantern below. I
knew the way even In the dark, and
experienced little trouble In feeling my
passage. I met with no Interference,
and heard no sound, the house seemingly deserted. Only as I opened the
front door could I hear distant, irregular firing to the northwest. Assured
that no guard remained, I flung myself recklessly over the porch rail onto
the smooth turf of the lawn. The dim
outlines of the latticed summer house
could be discerned not thirty feet distant, and I started toward it unhesitatingly. I had made half the distance
when a horse neighed suddenly to my
right, and, startled at the sound, I fell
flat creeping cautiously forward into
the shadow of a low bush. I had risen
to my knees, believing the animal
must be the one left there for my use.
when I heard the growl of a voice, a
man's voice, from out the summer
house.
An instant I could not locate the

mean-Whil-

"Quck, Now, Yer Damn Rebel," He
Said Hoarsely; "Be Up an' Lam
Me One, an' Here's the Rope!"
so

mechanically did he operate,

ure,
and the sentinel never for an instant
relaxed his scrutiny.
I had picked up almost the last
crumb, toying with it is desperation,
when a voice spoke apparently from
the head of the stair. The Ranger
turned his head to answer, and at the
Instant a paper pellet was crushed into
my hand.
Instinctively my fingers
closed over it, and as the guard turned
back again, gruffly ordering us to
hurry up, Peter was at the opposite
side of the table gathering up the
dishes, his bald head shining brilliantflb-- I
ly, his eyes as dull as those of
leaned back watching him, clutching
the paper pellet in the palm of one
hand, until he passed out with his
tray, and the door clicked behind him.
Not once did he glance toward me, or
Fearful
acknowledge my presence.
lest I might be spied upon, my heart
beating wildly in anticipation, I lay
down In the bunk with face to the
wall, and unrolled the pellet It contained but a few words, hastily scrlb- -

sound nor distinguish it clearly; then
a sentence cut the air so distinctly
that I recognized the speaker. Grant!
What was he doing here? Had we
delayed too long? Had Fagin's pursuers returned? If so, why was he
there in the summer house, and with
whom was he conversing? I crouched
back listening, afraid to move.
"I saw the gleam of your white
skirt as I rounded the house," he exclaimed. "By Gad, I thought the
horse was going to bolt with me. Fine
bit of luck this, finding you out here
alone. What's going on out yonder?"
"There was an attack on the horse
guard, and Mr. Seldon is in pursuit
But how does it happen you have returned alone? Has anything occurred
to my father?"
I judged from the sound that he
seated himself before answering, and
there was a hesitancy sufficiently noticeable, so as to cause the girl to ask
anxiously :
"He has not been injured?'
"Who, the colonel!" with a short
laugh. "No fear of that while pursuing those fellows; they ride too fast,
and are scattered by now all the way
from here to the Atlantic. Probably a
squad of the same gang out there
fighting Seldon. Trouble with the
colonel is he takes the affair too seriously; imagines he is actually on the
trail, and proposes to remain out all
night. I became tired of such foolishness and rode back."
"You mean you left? Deserted?"
"Oh, hardly that," lazily. "You see
I was sent out with a detachment to

nun

wno has snown me ordinary kindness. You have called out Captain
Klncade, Lieutenant Mathleson, Major
Lang, and others, just to prove your
ownership of me. You have made me
the laughing stock of Philadelphia.
Now It pleases you to select Major
Lawrence with whom to associate my
name. Because he danced with me
once you feel justified in quarreling
with him in my presence, in goading
him into lighting yon. It was the act
of a cowardly bully. Whatever respect
I may once have-- had for you, Captain
Grant, has been dissipated this past
winter."
"Can you tell me it is not Lawrence?"
"I could tell you, and very plainly,
but I refuse to be questioned."
"Well, by Gadt I know without asking," and be sprang to his feet, gripping her hand. "You've helped that
fellow against me from the first. I'll
put up with it no longer. I came back
here tonight desperate, prepared to resort to any measvres. I meant to
give you a chance, and, by heaven
I have. Do you think I am the sort of
man you can play with? If I can have
you only by force then It la going to
be that Oh, doat try to pull away I
I've got you now just as I wanted you
alone! Your father Is not here, and
that fool Seldon is busy enough out
yonder. There is not even a guard
to Interfere. Do you know what I
mean to do?"
She made no answer, but her silence
seemed to fan his anger.
"Sulgy, are you? Well, 111 tell you
just the same. There's a preacher living at the crossroads you know him,
that sniveling,
Jenks. He's
a ranting rebel all right, but hell do
what I say, or 111 cut his heart out,
You are going there with me tonight
to be married. Ill put an end to these
tantrums, and by tomorrow you'll have
come to your senses. Now will you
go quietly, or shall I make you?"
She wrenched away from him; and
there was a moment's struggle, and
then her white-robe- d
figure sprang
forth Into the starlight. I saw him
grasp her, tearing the shoulder of her
dress with the fierce grip of his fingers. I was already upon my feet,
crouched behind the bush, prepared
to spring. She drew back, her face
white as marble.
"You coward! You cur!"
"Hold your temper, mistress," with
a snarling laugh. "I know how to conquer you."
That moment I reached him.
1
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bed and mat
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by
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tions you would never run away."
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"To see me,
moshaking her head.
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ROAD IS BEGUN

reg-

Mr. and Mrs. J. Council are the
proud parents of a baby girl born to NEW HIGHWAY WILL MAKE AN
them this morning.
EA8Y AND PRACTICAL ROUTE

Contert Co. here

Schubert

CANYON DEL AGUA

Athletic underwear of fine Talcums
cloth, 50 cents per garment at

May 9.

TO SANTA ROSA

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
dram of Old Taylor bourbon in the wood. Direct from distillery
Try
Under the direction of Road Comto you. At the Lobby, of course.
at the Opera Bar.
missioner J. M. Martinez construction work on the Canyon del Agua
Three bull fox terrlea for sale.
Why pay rent when you can own road was begun Saturday. County
1027 Sixth street.
your own home for a small invest- Commissioner John H. York and
ment with easy terms on deferred
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado were
A musical treat May 9, at Duncan payments?
See F. J. Wesner.
present when the first shovelful of
opera house. All artists. Schubert
was turned. Twenty-fiv-e
earth
men
Arthur Minium has entered the em- are
Concert company.
on the proje.-- i and the
employed
ploy of the Santa Fe road as a sign work will be
pushed to as rapid a
He left yesterday on a trip
week.
this
for
sale
painter.
shoe
Special
as possible.
completion
Broken sizes in $4 and $3.50 Oxfords over the northern part of the state,
The highway will extend troni Las
going first to Hebron- offered for $2.78, at Taichert's.
Vegas to Trementtna, Chaperito, Kl
Cuervo and other towns and villages
The Ladies' Aid society of the Me- southeast of this
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth
city. It will provide
street. Must be sold in the next 30 thodist church will hold its regular a good route to Santa Rosa and will
at the home of Mrs. Bertha
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond. meeting
open a rich field to the Las Vegas
Copeland, 302 Washington avenue, to- markets, as well as
provide an ad
The regular meeting of the Fried- - morrow afternoon at 2:30.
mirable means of travel and transship club tomorrow afternoon has
portation for the farmers and ranch
Yesterday afternoon in a five in- ers living below the mesa.
been postponed on account of
ning game played at Amusement park,
The road drops down off the mesa
s
defeated the Cuba by a
the
the Canyon del Agua. Its
through
Several good mountain ranches for a score of 3 to 1. Ellis and Angel grade run from two and one-hal-f
to
sale cheap for caph or on easy pay- did the twirling for the winners an) seven and one-hal-f
cent The
per
ments. F. J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln Sandoval was behind the bat. Poncho highway will range in width from 12
and Baca were the battery for the to 24 feet. At all of the turns of the
avenue.
Cubs. This gave the series of gaTies
canyon It will be made sufficiently
who won the first
The Ladies' Guild of Sit. Paul's Me to the
wide for automobiles, wagons and
mortal Episcopal church will meet to and the last of the three.
buggies to pass with ease. A wall
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
will be erected upon these turns In
At their regular May meeting to- order to
with Mrs. W. J. Benjamin at he!
whlih
prevent accidents
avenue.
day the county commissioners grant- might occur when horses become
home, 519 Washington
ed the request of a number of resi- scared at automobiles. The route has
The regular monthly meeting of dents in the northeast corner of pre- been laid out
by County Engineer
the hospital board will be held at the cinct No. 53, Encinosa, to be attachGeorge B. Morrison.
tomorrow
after
Las Vega hospital,
ed to precinct No. 41, Canyon Largo.
The road was planned by the board
noon at 2:30. After the regular rou The reason for the request was that
of county commissioners which retine business the annual election the voting place in Encinosa was un- tired nl
January and irlH lit carried
of officers will be held. A full attend- handy for the residents in the porto completion by the present board.
ance is requested.
tion of the precinct who wished to be Its value to Las
Vegas and the vilattached to Canyon Largo. The comlages along its route is Inestlniatle.
The Loyal Order of Moose, dance missioners expected to be occupied With the
present road facilities the
and banquet, May 8, at Armory. Simi- - mostly with routine business during
trip from Santa Rosa to Las Vegas
son orchestra. Good floor and music. the May meeting. They met again is
a long and difficult one. The new
Tickets on sale at Murphey's, Schae- - this afternoon and may hold a see road will make this Journey easy. It
feCs Red Cross, Wlntelrs', Potter's and sion tomorrow.
will be possible to haul heavy freight
Bally's.
all along its route with little difficulWhether or not Camllo
Chacon
The old roads are steep and
shall be sent to the penitentiary to ty.
A fire, the cause of which is un
and cover a nmnabout route.
rough
serve a suspended sentence will be
known,
completely destroyed the
The commissioners ha ft arranged to
sheds in the rear of the S. Jacoby decided by Judge David J. Le?hy build the road at little expense 'o
store at 1008 Mora road this morning. Some time ago Chacon was convict the tax payers.
ed of a minor offense and was given
The fire was discovered at 8:45 o'
a term of one year In the state prisThe Las Vegas grant board met
clock and both departments were call
on. Upon promise of good behavior in
ed to the scene. Though the shed
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Buying in

QUANTITIES
TO

Suit our Trade

We Tvirrv Stock Qviickly
Consequently our Goods are
ALWAYS FRESH

A Consideration

J.

H.

STEARNS
GROCER.

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Psofits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on lime Deposits

mtml

00

TO THE HOME OF QUALITY

Why?

FRESH

See

,
If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IKON.

Lls
I

Vegas Light & Power Co.

ft

CALL AT OUR STORE
And See The

many
Exclusive

Features
Of the

Automatic
Refrigerator
have in your home-ne- at,
trim and
priced, but the best at any price.
You'll be interested in its "built in" water cooler into wich no! odors or
impurities can get-- in its light, sanitary wire shrives in its circulation which
keeps flavors from mixing snd its 8 insulating walls, that keep out heat and
cut your ice bill in half.
Call as soon as yon can and see the AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATOR
is a refrigerator you
ITsubstantial.
Not high

will be proud to

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.

tor

Yourself.

CARD OF THANKS
We desire to thank the members
of the E. Romero Hose and Fire com-

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

pany, and the East Las Vegas fire
department, and also our neighbors
for assistance rendered this morning
during the Are which destroyed the
store house in the rear of our store
on Mora road.
MB. AND MRS. SOL JACOBT.
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will all want to celebrate it bv the
liberal use of lowers. Order your' s
now to avoid disappointment . . . .
507 5x.a

Onion & Son fw
'Pgrry
SEEDSMEN
FLORISTS
&

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. S1B.OO
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We always have the best of everything eatable

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

M. GREBNBBRGBR

SUNN!
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Are Models of Perfection.

Doing it"

Home Made Bread, Mothers Bread, Restaurant
Bread, Rye Bread, Pan Bread, Twists, Graham
Bread, Sweet Bread,' Ginger Bread, Layer
Cakes, Loaf Cakes, Angel Food Cakes, Fruit
Cakes, Gold Cakes, Finger Rolls, Cup Cakes,
Poppy Seed Rolls, Doughnuts, P. H. Rolls,
Buns etc.
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"Everybody is

SUCH AS
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O.HT W1J
S.TIRN &

OUR NEW SPRING SUITS

All-Star-

FOR THE BEST OF BAKERS GOODS

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

1

MICHAU.S.

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

W purchased several carload of this beautiful
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Boucher's
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you know,

that

"Mighty-Goo-

LLD Flour that makes
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GER-MAN--

a Delight

"The Store of Satisfaction"
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Try a Sack You'll Like it.

